
Romantic Comedy: Plot Template

Act 1
Introduce your Protagonist, the world they inhabit, as well as their motivation for change. Act 1 will make up 25% of your story and should include a setup, hook, and an inciting incident.

Stage 1: The Setup
In this stage, your readers will get to know your character. They need a clear internal and/or external motivation or conflict. This will be your Protagonist’s unfulfilled desire. This first stage introduces your readers to your Protagonist’s ordinary world and should also show that there is something they feel is missing from this everyday existence. 

The goals and desires set up in this early stage are what will bring them into conflict with the Love Interest when they are introduced.

Stage 2: The Meet Cute
This serves as your narrative’s inciting incident. This is the moment that brings your Protagonist and their Love Interest into conflict in a credible but amusing way. The way this meeting or initial conflict plays out will set the tone for the rest of your novel, so be certain that it gives the right impression.

A great comedy meet cute often includes tropes like enemies to lovers. There is often an instant attraction, but an obstacle, misunderstanding, or a personality clash can lead to conflict or a false belief about the other character. However, whatever your inciting incident is, it should be intriguing and have a root cause that can be explored through character growth.


Act 2
This is the bulk of your story and will make up the 25%-75% mark. Most of your character and romance development will happen here, where you explore the conflict between the Protagonist and Love Interest and how their personal growth.

Stage 3: The Complication
After their initial meeting, a new development raises the stakes, clearly defining the Protagonist’s goal. It sets the Protagonist and Love interest at cross purposes or shows that their internal needs do not align with their external goals. An example of this would be a Protagonist who longs for a stable relationship but has a job that moves them to a new city every few months.

In this complication, there should be the first clue that the Protagonist and Love Interest’s opinion of the other may be starting to change. It’s a chance to raise the romantic tension while committing to the false belief they cemented in stage 2. But the characters should remain in denial with further conflict waiting in the wings.

Stage 4: The Middle Hook
Against their wishes, the Protagonist and Love interest are forced into each other’s paths. They are still committed to their external goals, but the conflict between their internal needs is starting to create tension, raising the stakes as a consequence.

This is where you’ll really ramp up the romantic tension. Forced into a situation where they must spend time together, the Protagonist and Love Interest see their perspectives beginning to change. With this change in perception, they can start to imagine a future relationship. However, the conflict that connection would cause with their external goal or false belief will ultimately prove too powerful. A brief “what if” moment is all they allow themselves.


Stage 5: The Turning Point
Despite the conflict with their false belief or external goals, your Protagonist and Love Interest will grow closer. They may even share an intimate moment. This brings the conflict between their internal and external goals into sharp focus. The development of a romantic relationship will put the realisation of either the Protagonist or Love Interest’s external goal in jeopardy, forcing them to revaluate its importance.
In this section you should explore the connection between your characters and determine how their deepening connection will manifest. This could be through physical intimacy or a confession of love. This is the moment where your readers will have their patience rewarded as the Protagonist and Love Interest finally take a step forward in their romantic connection.

Act 3
Act 3 begins with the climax of the story as the Protagonist and Love interest must face their final challenge and make a choice for the future of their relationship. It makes up the final 25% of your story, ramping down toward a happily ever after conclusion.

Stage 6: The Crisis
Despite a deepening relationship, this stage will introduce a crisis moment where the new relationship between the Protagonist and Love Interest is threatened. The turning point of stage 5 will have unintended consequences revealing a private motivation or perceived betrayal not yet revealed to the other.

In this stage, any remaining conflicts or false beliefs will rise to the surface, threatening the relationship. The Protagonist and Love interest will break up and attempt to return to their ordinary world, but will find their perception of it changed by their experiences. It introduces a rare moment of genuine sadness into the comedy pacing as the Protagonist and Love Interest mourn what they have lost and worry they will never find a way to reunite. 


Stage 7: Happily Ever After 
Despite their doubts, the Protagonist and Love Interest are able to reunite and face a reconciliation. This will force them to decide, once and for all, whether they will choose each other, or succumb to the conflict created by their external goals or false beliefs. By the end of this stage they will have decided on the ultimate importance of their relationship and will have overcome any conflicts, willing to make the sacrifices needed for the sake of their love.

A romantic comedy should always have a happy ending where a long term commitment or marriage is explicitly stated or heavily implied. You should show how your characters have changed and grown to help them reach this happy ending, and how the sacrifice needed to overcome their conflicts are worth it in the end. They give in to their romance and your book should end with a moment of happily ever after, creating a new, joint ordinary world in which both the Protagonist and Love Interest are active participants.


